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Thesis: The pinnacle of client-advisor relationships is that of the trusted
advisor, where virtually all issues, personal and professional, are open to
discussion and exploration. The trusted advisor is the person the client

turns to when an issue first arises, often in times of great urgency; a
crisis, a change, a triumph, or a defeat.

● David H. Maister: David Maister was widely acknowledged as one of the
world’s leading authorities on the management of professional service firms.
For three decades, he advised the top professional services firms around the
world, covering all strategic and managerial issues. David was a professor at
the Harvard Business School for over 6 years, teaching courses in the
management of service businesses. He received his doctorate from Harvard
Business School.

○ Personal Website
○ Publisher Page
○ Audible

● Charles H. Green: Charles H. Green is a speaker and executive educator
focused on trust in complex businesses and professional services firms. Charlie
is founder and Chairman of Trusted Advisor Associates. He is a graduate of
Columbia and of the Harvard Business School. He spent the first twenty years
of his career with The MAC Group and its successor, Gemini Consulting.

○ Trusted Advisor Associates
○ LinkedIn
○ Keynote Speaker

● Robert M. Galford: Robert M. Galford is a Managing Partner of the Center for
Leading Organizations, where he works with senior executives at the
intersection of strategy, organization, and leadership. Rob has been a frequent
contributor to the Harvard Business Review. His educational background
includes an MBA from Harvard Business School and a JD from Georgetown
University Law Center.

○ Center for Leading Organizations
○ LinkedIn
○ Publisher Page

Trusted Advisor Website

Why this book is important for the Military Professional:
Trust-based relationships are paramount for military professionals whether they stay in the service or transition to the private
sector. Military professionals often find themselves in official advisory positions throughout their careers, and the trust
principles in “The Trusted Advisor” can enhance their effectiveness in these roles. Trust enables military professionals to
provide constructive advice and increase productivity within their organizations. The lessons taught in “The Trusted Advisor”
are also vital for any military professional looking to transition to professional services, some of the most sought-after
careers for military veterans.

Trust- firm belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or strength of someone or something:
faith

Part One: Concepts

What is a trusted advisor?
● A trusted advisor is the highest level of client-advisor roles, above expertise, framing, and perspective.
● Trust-based relationships, on which the trusted advisor’s role is based, are the highest level of client-advisor

relationships above service offering-based, needs-based, and relationship-based
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https://www.audible.com/author/David-H-Maister/B001H6KWW2
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● Trusted advisors view their clients as individuals, understand their clients as people, and their clients view them as a
safe haven for tough issues

● The benefits of being a trusted advisor are increasing
profitability, accruing substantial power to affect change,
and gaining truth and transparency in the client-advisor
relationship

The Three Skills of a Trusted Advisor
○ Earning trust
○ Giving advice effectively
○ Building relationships

Earning Trust
● Trust grows in increments; trust increases in step

functions, moment by moment. Trust takes time, but is a
necessary condition, not sufficient; it takes time plus
work

● Trust is rational and emotional. Technical competence is also also a necessary but not sufficient condition; trust
requires emotion in addition to logic

● Trust is a two-way relationship; trust requires both parties, the client and the advisor, to buy in and connect
● Trust is inherently risky; without any element of risk, there is no trust
● Trust is different for the client and advisor; one party must lead, and one must follow
● Trust is personal; institutional trust is a misnomer, all trust contains a personal element.

Giving Advice Effectively
● Understand the clients perspective; understanding must come

before advice giving; to be heard, first you must listen
● Defuse defensiveness and and emphasize respect whenever

giving clients advice
● To find the right words avoid hard and aggressive phrasing;

look for soft and tactful phrasing
● Employ “socratic teaching” style methods to help the client find

the solution; do not just give them the answer
● Client politics always invade client-advisor relationships; don't

just focus on one person, consider the group and work to bring
many players on board

● Advice is an art, not a science; customize your approach to the
client's preference

Building Relationships
● Initiate the relationship first and take a risk; show initiative
● Exhibit that you care through actions rather than words
● Look for what differentiates your current client from other clients; alter your behavior to fit them
● Ensure your client is looking for advice; back off if you sense they just want someone to listen
● Don’t give advice until you have earned that right; build the relationship first
● Ask a lot of questions and listen to your client. When you must speak, be clear and honest
● Ask your client for help if you need it; don’t make promises you can’t keep
● Show an interest in your client through sincere compliments and appreciation

Mindsets and Sincerity
● Trusted advisors must genuinely be able to focus on their clients needs; separate yourself from your personal

ambitions
● Self-confidence is vital, especially the kind of confidence that enables advisors to focus on their clients needs

instead of their own
● The benefits of a long-term focus outweigh that of a short-term perspective; long-term focus enables both the client

and advisor’s goals to merge in the long-run
● Integrity is not negotiable; life is too short to spin fundamental values
● Always maintain sincerity;  if you don't care for a client, make every effort to find something you like about them. If

you exhaust all options and still find nothing, pass on the client or resign

Part Two: Structure of Trust Building

The Trust Equation
● Trustworthiness is the sum of the advisor’s credibility, reliability, and intimacy divided by their self-orientation
● Credibility is about credentials, expertise truthfulness, and presence; education and experience are a large part of

credibility, but positive experiences and evidence of skill also comprise this factor



● Reliability is about your actions and how dependable and predictable they are; reliability takes time, and it comes
about when consistency is established

● Intimacy stems for the personal element of
business; establishing “emotional closeness”
while balancing professionalism can
differentiate trusted advisors and lead to
stronger bonds of trust

● Self-orientation is the negative element of the
trust equation; clients can see through
self-interest, keeping this low will increase
trust

Trust Development
● The stages of trust development are engage, listen, frame, envision, and commit
● Engage

○ In the engage stage, the advisor’s attention becomes focused
○ The client recognizes there is a problem and that the advisor may be worth talking to on the subject

● Listen
○ The advisor practices active, incisive, and involved listening with the client
○ The advisor earns the right to engage in idea exploration from focused listening

● Frame
○ Framing is when the advisor outlines the client’s problem and formulates different theories and ideas related

to the issue at hand
○ Framing helps organize the issue and create a clear and concise understanding of the problems the advisor

and client will face together.
● Envision

○ By envisioning, the client and advisor imagine what
the solution might create and what the desired end
state is

○ Envisioning answers the questions of “What are we
aiming for here?”, “What will it look like when we get
there?” and “How will we know when we are there?”

● Commit
○ In the commitment stage, the means to achieve the

vision are defined, and the client has a clear
understanding of what is necessary

○ Following the commitment process, expectations are
managed, and the client and advisor can proceed
without any false ideas of what will come from their
relationship

Part Three: Specific Applications

What Makes Trust Hard
● Professionals find trust risky and too personal; trust is inherently risky, and balance is key, but without personal

involvement and intimacy, growth opportunities are lost
● It is difficult to stop focusing on yourself and staying humble; while ambitious people are drawn to professional

services, the key to success is often focusing on others. We actually achieve our goals if we focus on helping others
achieve theirs

● It is hard to listen to others before solving a problem; even if you can solve a problem quickly, the client will likely
react negatively if you haven't taken the time to listen to them, listening helps you earn the right to solve their
problem

● Trust is a slow process and advisors feel they do not have the time for trust development; trust does take time but if
developed properly, trust will yield rewards that will make up for the extra time lost

● Professionals think a trust-based approach devalues expertise; trust is necessary for expert advice to be effective
and well-received, it actually increases the value of expertise

How to Work With Varying Types of Clients
● Find something different about your client and how you are different in the current situation; understand the unique

intricacies of the client and social dynamics they are involved in before working together
● Analyze the state of the client's organization and how it impacts the client and their personality
● Rank and prioritize the client’s personal motivations
● Find something that you may truly like about the client as a person



● Use the trust equation to evaluate your relationship with the client and how to improve it
Trust in Business Development

● “Sales” and “Selling” do not have to be dirty words in professional services; apply the same values and actions used
in client service to sales and business development

● Make your goal to help the client, not to simply “get the sale”
● Integrate sales and service; serving clients properly can act as selling, combining sales and client service leads to

greater results in both areas
Trust in Current Assignments and Re-Earning Trust

● On current assignments, build trust by investing in the client, making reports and presentations more useful,
enabling the client to use what we deliver, maximizing the value of meetings, and being accessible and available

● Re-earn trust with clients by tailoring your business to what the client wants, staying in touch ,and creating an
institutional relationship by connecting the client with other professionals in your organization

Cross-Selling
● The three types of cross-selling are expand, broaden, and

diversify
● In the “expand” type, a new service is offered to an existing

client; intensive trust building between the client and new
service provider is essential, do not attempt before trust is built
between the client and advisor

● In the “broaden” type, the advisor wants to offer the same
service to a colleague of the current client; in this situation, the
benefits of cross selling must be clear to the client and
believed by the advisor

● In the “diversify” type, the advisor wants to offer a new service
to a colleague of the client; this is the most complicated type of
cross-selling and a meeting between all parties can be useful
to establish trust and clarity

“1. Call your client, now! 2. Tell someone who matters to you just how much they are appreciated - and do it today.”
– The Trusted Advisor

Resources and Additional Reading
1) The Trusted Advisor Fieldbook: A Comprehensive Toolkit for Leading with Trust
2) Flawless Consulting: A Guide to Getting Your Expertise Used
3) Good Strategy Bad Strategy: The Difference and Why It Matters
4) How Clients Buy: A Practical Guide to Business Development for Consulting and Professional Services
5) The Power of Trust: How Companies Build It, Lose It, Regain It

If your office or command is in need of one book or a hundred we would be honored to source them
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